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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Head and Neck Cancer (HNC) has a high incidence and prevalence in the worldwide population. The 
broad terminology associated with these diseases and their multimodality treatments generates large amounts of 
heterogeneous clinical data, which motivates the construction of a high-quality harmonization model to stan-
dardize this multi-source clinical data in terms of format and semantics. The use of ontologies and semantic 
techniques is a well-known approach to face this challenge. 
Objective: This work aims to provide a clinically reliable data model for HNC processes during all phases of the 
disease: prognosis, treatment, and follow-up. Therefore, we built the first ontology specifically focused on the 
HNC domain, named HeNeCOn (Head and Neck Cancer Ontology). 
Methods: First, an annotated dataset was established to provide a formal reference description of HNC. Then, 170 
clinical variables were organized into a taxonomy, and later expanded and mapped to formalize and integrate 
multiple databases into the HeNeCOn ontology. The outcomes of this iterative process were reviewed and 
validated by clinicians and statisticians. 
Results: HeNeCOn is an ontology consisting of 502 classes, a taxonomy with a hierarchical structure, semantic 
definitions of 283 medical terms and detailed relations between them, which can be used as a tool for infor-
mation extraction and knowledge management. 
Conclusion: HeNeCOn is a reusable, extendible and standardized ontology which establishes a reference data 
model for terminology structure and standard definitions in the Head and Neck Cancer domain. This ontology 
allows handling both current and newly generated knowledge in Head and Neck cancer research, by means of 
data linking and mapping with other public ontologies.   

1. Introduction 

Head and neck cancer (HNC) encompasses a diverse spectrum of 
tumors located on the upper aerodigestive tract. The annual incidence of 
HNC reaches more than 700,000 new cases and over 350,000 deaths per 
year, and its prevalence is expected to increase up to 30% in the 
following years [1,2]. Due to its complexity and diversity of locations, 
HNC cases usually require multimodality approaches for treatment and 
biomarker identification [3]. The increasing prevalence and miscellany 
of HNC generate large amounts of heterogeneous data from different 
clinical centers, which is one of the main challenges when conducting an 

analytics study. Hence, there is a need for a high-quality harmonization 
model that standardizes these clinical data from multiple sources in 
terms of format and semantics [4,5]. This task grants the accurate reuse 
of comprehensive HNC datasets in further studies to encourage inter-
operability, enable personalized medicine, and facilitate integrative 
research. 

In this sense, the use of ontologies in combination with semantic 
techniques is a powerful solution to address data harmonization and 
integration [6–9], as demonstrated in the biomedical field by the Open 
Biological and Biomedical Ontology (OBO) Foundry [10,11]. Interna-
tional standards have been developed to provide multilingual clinical 
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healthcare terminology, such as SNOMED-CT1 [12] for content mapping 
in electronic health records, ICD-102 [13] for disease classification, and 
LOINC3 [14] for medical laboratory observations. In parallel, field- 
specific ontologies have been implemented to model chronic diseases 
(e.g., breast [15,16], prostate [17,18], thyroid [19], liver [20] and lung 
[21,22] cancers). Other transversal works with special significance in 
HNC research are the Gene Ontology (GO) [23,24], Radiation Oncology 
Ontology (ROO) [25], and Radiomic Ontology [26]. However, there is 
currently no ontology specifically focused on HNC. 

Efforts to unify multi-source data are essential to foster advances in 
our understanding of HNC and improve prevention measures and ther-
apy strategies while supporting data-sharing. For that purpose, building 
a robust ontology that represents the knowledge acquired in the HNC 
domain requires close collaboration with specialized clinicians, a 
meticulous harmonization process, and must contain collected terms 
and relationships that are certain, trustable, and standard in terms of 
semantic meaning, to become the cornerstone of clinical decision sup-
port systems, predictive modeling, disease modeling, and other bio-
informatic applications [27,28] in HNC management. This work 
presents the Head and Neck Cancer Ontology (HeNeCOn), developed as 
part of the BD2Decide project [29], as a clinically verified data model for 
HNC processes during prognosis, treatment, and follow-up phases of the 
disease. 

2. Methods and materials 

The HeNeCOn ontology was developed as part of the European 
project BD2Decide, which aimed to provide patient-specific prognosis 
and tailored treatments for better clinical outcomes. This project inte-
grated multicenter data from 1537 HNC patients, to be explored within a 
Decision Support System (DSS). The BD2Decide cohort consisted of 
patients from five clinical centers and a total of 396 clinical, patholog-
ical, and demographic parameters were collected. Detailed in a previous 
work [29], these parameters include descriptive information about the 
tumor; the ASA,4 ECOG,5 and ACE-276 classification scores, among 
others; major risk factors; familiar history of malignancies; diagnostic 
data from Computerized Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imag-
ing (MRI) and Diffusion-Weighted Imaging (DWI); genomic and radio-
mics data; treatments, toxicity, and follow-up. Besides the BD2Decide 
cohort, patient data comprising 106 variables were collected from 
external registries of the RARECAREnet project [30]. The total of 502 
variables served to define the ontology requirements in terms of cate-
gories and relations between elements. 

The scope of the HeNeCOn ontology covers the complete healthcare 
plan of HNC patients, focusing on diagnosis and prognosis. The devel-
opment process of HeNeCOn was organized into three steps: (1) taxon-
omy creation, (2) semantic definition and data linking proceeding, and 
(3) ontology validation, as shown in Fig. 1. 

2.1. Taxonomy creation 

The taxonomy creation started by determining the scope and 
selecting the meta-characteristics for the terms of interest [31] as 
described in a related work [32]. Relevant-to-scope HNC terms were 
identified based on individual-level data and organized hierarchically 
following the class structure of the Ontology for Biomedical In-
vestigations (OBI) [33] and the NeoMark ontology on oral cavity cancer 
[34,35] that paved the way towards a more detailed HNC-based work. 

2.2. Semantic definition and data linking 

Once the taxonomy was established, three phases were conducted 
using the Protégé ontology editor [36]: (I) Insertion of semantic mean-
ing for every identified term, (II) identification of similarities between 
terms, and (III) link to related external ontologies. 

2.2.1. Insertion of semantic meaning 
This process began by gathering and validating the semantic defi-

nitions and relationships for every term and was performed through 
annotations describing each meaning based on clinical glossaries such as 
the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Dictionary of cancer terms [37], the 
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) thesaurus [38] and Head and Neck 
glossary [39]. 

2.2.2. Identification of similarities between data 
To enrich the list and definition of the terms with a qualitative 

analysis, the similarity between terms was assessed based on three 
conditions: meaning, values, and format. When two terms have the same 
meaning, values, and format, they are linked directly to expand the 
characteristics of individual eligible patients (i.e., from individual-level 
data) with additional information (i.e., from external registries). 
Conversely, when data terms are related but differ either in meaning, 
values, or format, they are linked by validated equivalence rules. 

2.2.3. Linking to external ontologies 
The data linking process was extended by iteratively including pre- 

selected external ontologies from public repositories, which required 
an initial standardization and conversion to Terse RDF (Resource 
Description Framework) Triple Language (Turtle) format. The mapping 
is based on the likelihood between terms’ definitions. Some terms had 
multiple mapping within the same external ontology, while others were 
mapped across different external ontologies. These links allow a se-
mantic search of standard terminology and complex relations with all 
external ontologies referenced in the HeNeCOn ontology. 

2.3. Ontology validation 

The ontology creation process was supervised by physicians that 
participated in the BD2Decide project to guarantee an ontology 
compliant with the following quality attributes: robust, to arrange 
similar terms enabling their differentiation using data linking; compre-
hensive, through accurate designations; explanatory, by facilitating the 
finding of terms based on possible values; interoperable, by mapping 
with external ontologies; and extensible, allowing the inclusion of new 
terms in a continuously evolving field. Consequently, and following 
ontology evaluation practices, HeNeCOn covered evaluation domains as 
correctness, lexical, taxonomic, semantic, structural, and interopera-
bility. Based on their expertise, the physicians validated all the ontology 
sections, as specified in Table 1. Following the validation process by 
clinicians in their specific domains, all experts conducted a thorough 
review of the entire work. 

2.4. Public access 

The HeNeCOn ontology was published in the BioPortal repository 
following open-source principles and can be retrieved locally from biopo 
rtal.bioontology.org/ontologies/HENECON. 

3. Results 

3.1. Taxonomy structure 

The HeNeCOn taxonomy is built upon the class structures from the 
OBI and NeoMark ontologies. We first selected those pre-existing classes 
relevant to HeNeCOn: data item, post-treatment and treatment. Virtual 

1 Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms.  
2 International Classification of Diseases.  
3 Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes.  
4 American Society of Anesthesiologists.  
5 Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group.  
6 Adult Comorbidity Evaluation-27. 
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Patient and Cancer Registries Data are two HeNeCOn subclasses added to 
data item; the subclasses Follow-up and Quality of Life were included in 
post-treatment; and 62 new variables within the surgery, chemotherapy, 
and radiotherapy classes were inserted into the treatment class [32] 
(Fig. 2). 

In this context, Virtual Patient corresponds to the root subclass with 
patient information about HNC diagnosis and prognosis. This includes 
315 variables regarding clinical, demographic, pathological, genomics, 
imaging, radiomics, risk factors, and toxicity data. Cancer Registries Data 
models the information from a public dataset of cancer registries. The 
treatment section contains data related to treatments utilized in HNC 

and are divided into two classes: the non-surgical treatments class for 
chemotherapy, radiotherapy, immunotherapy, and palliative care, and 
the surgical treatment class which also includes surgical procedures and 
reconstruction. The post-treatment section comprises two classes: Follow- 
up and Quality of Life, with 13 and 3 new variables included, respec-
tively. The Follow-up class includes data related to the recurrence of 
cancer and the status of the patient after the treatment is completed, 
while the Quality of Life of patients includes terms such as deglutition 
and respiration capabilities. This structure covers all the necessary terms 
identified during the taxonomy definition. 

3.2. Semantic annotation 

Semantic annotations were applied to 283 variables referring to the 
HNC patient characteristics. Chemotherapy is described using 23 vari-
ables as the number of cycles performed, agent name, dose, and best 
tumor response, among others. Radiotherapy is described through 19 
variables including overall treatment time, target volume, dose, and 
settings. Surgical treatment contains 20 variables including reason, site, 
complications, and actions taken. Post-treatment section encloses follow- 
up variables such as status of the patient, date and type of recurrence, 
and cause of death. This section, with 16 variables, also contains quality 
of life indicators based on deglutition, respiration capabilities, and 
standard questionnaires: HN30, HN35 [40], and EQ-5D [41]. The pa-
thology section includes 42 variables describing the pathologic features 
of the tumor such as maximum diameter, thickness, pattern of invasion, 

Fig. 1. Methodology flowchart for the HNC-based ontology. First, the taxonomy is created based on collected datasets, then the semantic definition and data linking 
are split into three phases: (I) Insertion of the semantic meaning of the terms, (II) identification of similarities between data, (III) identification of related ontologies 
for knowledge linking. All phases were iteratively reviewed and validated by clinicians. 

Table 1 
Clinical centers responsible for validating the different sections of the ontology 
depending on their field of expertise.  

Clinical center 
(Country) 

Expertise Ontology sections 

Istituto Nazionale 
dei Tumori di 
Milano (Italy) 

Oncology, molecular 
biology, epidemiology, 
statistics 

Chemotherapy, toxicity and 
genomics 

Maastro Clinic 
(Netherlands) 

Imaging, radiology, 
radiation oncology 

Imaging and radiotherapy 

Düsseldorf 
University 
Hospital 
(Germany) 

Otorhinolaryngology Surgery 

Azienda Ospedaliero 
Universitaria of 
Parma (Italy) 

Surgery Clinical TNM, pathology, 
demographic, risk factors, 
follow-up and quality of life  
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HPV7 infection, and pathologic TNM staging. The imaging data defini-
tions with 54 variables relate information from radiological TNM, CT, 
MRI, DWI, and corresponding configuration settings and analysis. De-
mographic and clinical data comprises 27 variables such as year of birth, 
age at diagnosis, gender, ethnicity, and clinical performance assessment. 
The toxicity section contains 41 variables of medullary and hepatic 
toxicity, infections, xerostomia, and dysphagia, among others. Risk 
factors with 16 variables cover information about smoking, alcohol 
consumption, oral hygiene habits, and family history of malignancies. 
Finally, the clinical data dictionary contains 21 variables for tumor re-
gion, anatomical location, depth of invasion, and TNM staging for the 
7th and 8th editions, 4 genomic variables representing genes relevant 
for HNC prognosis, Binary Alignment and Map (BAM), and FASTQ 
format files for raw and processed data. 

The semantic definitions were included in the ontology as annota-
tions using Protégé (Fig. 3). Every variable can be selected (Fig. 3A) to 
include semantic annotation (Fig. 3B) and revise the relationships be-
tween other ontology components (Fig. 3C). All this information is 
written in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) file (Fig. 3D). For some 
pre-selected variables, semantic terms definitions were skipped due to 
the impossibility of finding a standard definition associated with the 
selected concept. Those cases were included using a not standard but 
common definition under the supervision of the five clinical centers. 

3.3. Similarity between data 

Similarities were identified for clinical and demographic data 
through a comparative analysis between datasets. The mapping between 
these variables does not necessarily mean they share the same sub-
ordinates or same hierarchical relevance, but rather the same semantic 
meaning or equivalent values. 

The matching between datasets (Table 2) was possible in a total of 9 
variables with direct equivalence, 5 variables with required equivalence 
rules, and 3 variables describing the hospital center were discarded due 
to the lack of similarities. 

Direct matching corresponds to a straightforward linkage between 
terms. As shown in Table 2, although the terms ‘tumour region’ and ‘site’ 
have different labels, they correspond to the same data item (i.e., the 
ICD-10 classification), therefore requiring a direct relationship. While 

direct matching does not imply further actions, equivalence rules are 
carefully assessed. Table 3 shows how equivalent data and possible 
values are identified for the ontology class Stage at Diagnosis, and the 
subsequent equivalence rules are defined to indirectly match external 
registries. External cancer registry data correspond to the RARECARE. 
net pilot studies: Study 1 (High-resolution study) and Study 2 (Pilot 
study) comprising 106 variables. In such a way, the ontology class Stage 
uses the TNM staging system, where each code (from 0 to IVC) describes 
the size of the tumor, the depth of invasion, and spreading to lymph 
nodes or other body parts. However, the external registries did not apply 
the TNM staging system but rather a descriptive approach and custom 
numeric associations. The definition of equivalence rules and similar-
ities allows information systems (i.e., DSS) to add relevant characteris-
tics from external cancer registries and complement individual patient 
datasets. 

3.4. Link to other ontologies 

The linking with external ontologies relates terms with similar se-
mantic meanings independently of their values. Similar terms from 
external ontologies have been linked with the classes included in the 
HeNeCOn ontology, as shown with two examples in Table 4. This rela-
tion allows the extraction of knowledge from different standardized 
sources and provides additional information and semantic meaning to 
the ontology terms. Six ontologies were selected for being HNC content- 
related: NCI Thesaurus, ICD10CM,8 OBI, ROO, Exposure Ontology 
(EXO), and SNOMED-CT. The list of mapped terms in OWL format the 
corresponding code number and the name of the external ontology they 
belong to, e.g., ‘Anatomical Tumor Location’ corresponds to ‘Thesaurus: 
C13717′ from the NCI Thesaurus ontology. This distributed approach 
ensures scalability by allowing updates to be made solely to the asso-
ciated mapping file when new terms are added or modified in an 
external ontology. 

3.5. Ontology creation roadmap 

From the resulting HeNeCOn ontology, we propose a roadmap for 
ontology creation (Fig. 4). This roadmap can be used as a methodology 

Fig. 2. Hierarchical representation of the HeNeCOn ontology. The ontology is represented as a graph where nodes are classes and the arrows are their relationships 
(i.e. subclass). Starting from the root class owl:Thing, the new classes created for the HeNeCOn ontology (blue) are defined as subclasses of the pre-existing ter-
minology from OBI and Neomark ontologies (orange). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 

7 Human papillomavirus. 

8 International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical 
Modification. 
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for developing and clinically validating disease-specific ontologies, 
being consistent with pre-existing resources in biomedical and cancer- 
related fields while expanding the range of action and impact on 
future research projects. 

3.6. HeNeCOn application 

The validated ontology was applied to leverage a web-based DSS 
customized for HNC patient management, where the outcome of 

Fig. 3. Semantic description included in the HeNeCOn terms. (A) Hierarchical organization of variables: LR_CTV_Elective_Nodal_Volume depends on the radio-
therapy class and contains two instances, bilateral neck and unilateral neck. (B) The variable annotations follow the IAO:0000115 (OBI digital entity definition). (C) 
The correspondence with other classes, variables and instances is fully described in the Usage section. (D) The information is read from the OWL file in xml format. 

Table 2 
Matching of individual-level data with external registries based on the type of 
mapping.  

Type of 
mapping 

Individual-level data External registries 

Direct match Year of birth 
Date of diagnosis 
Hospital of diagnosis 
Gender 
Tumour region 
Anatomical tumour location 
CT and CN of TNM 
Last day of follow-up 
Vital status of patient 

Date of birth 
Date of diagnosis 
Hospital of diagnosis 
Gender 
Site 
Tumour location 
CT and CN of TNM 
Last day of follow-up 
Vital status of patient 

Equivalences Stage at diagnosis 
Grade at diagnosis 
Surgical margins 
Chemotherapy treatment / 
radiotherapy treatment / surgery 
Image type 

Stage 
Grade 
Margin status 
Type of treatment 
ctscandone / 
mriscandone 

No match N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

Geographic area 
Level of specialization 
University hospital 
(Yes / No)  

Table 3 
Example of equivalence rules established between external registries and patient 
level datasets.  

Source Patient 
level data 

Study 2 Study 1 Equivalence 
rules 

Class 
label 

Stage at 
diagnosis 

Stage Stcond4 I ≡ 1 ≡ early 
II or III ≡ 2 or 3 
≡ advanced 
IV ≡ 4 ≡
metastatic 

Possible 
values 

0, I, II, III, 
IVA, IVB, 
IVC 

1 = localized, 2 
= locally 
advanced, 3 =
N+, 4 = M+

Early, 
advanced, 
metastatic  

Table 4 
Examples of ontology mapping with external ontologies.  

HeNeCOn term Ontologies mapping 

Total number of fractions SNOMED-CT:   

● ID: https://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/ 
SNOMEDCT/228862004  

● Preferred Name: Number of fractions.  
● SNOMEDID: R-42A40. 
ROO:   

● ID: https://www.cancerdata.org/roo/100354  
● Preferred Name: Number of Radiotherapy 

Fractions.  
● Definition: The count of radiotherapy fractions 

given in a certain time interval (e.g., per day) or in 
a certain coherent context (e.g., per treatment). 

Tissue invasion – 
ExtraNodal Extension 
(ENE) 

NCI Thesaurus:   

● ID: https://ncicb.nci.nih.gov/xml/owl/EVS/Th 
esaurus.owl#C103442  

● Preferred Name: Target ExtraNodal Tumor 
Identification  

● NCI Thesaurus Code: C103442  
● Definition: The identification of a target tumor 

located outside of or independent of the lymph 
node. 

SNOMED-CT:   

● ID: https://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/ 
SNOMEDCT/396644006  

● Preferred Name: Extra-capsular extension of nodal 
tumor present.  

● SNOMEDID: F-004F1  
● ID: https://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/ 

SNOMEDCT/396643000  
● Preferred Name: Extra-capsular extension of nodal 

tumor absent.  
● SNOMEDID: F-004EF  
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prognostic models is visualized by HNC clinical experts. Prognostic 
models relied on the ontology structure to normalize the data gathered 
from multiple clinical centers, promoting harmonization and interop-
erability. The researchers benefit from the semantic dictionary and re-
lationships map provided by the HeNeCOn ontology, through semantic 
queries implemented in the system using SPARQL, to explore HNC- 
specific data and retrieve relevant knowledge. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

The management of HNC cases requires the use of an extensive and 
complex terminology map and typically large amounts of non- 
standardized data. The main goal of constructing the HeNeCOn 
ontology is to provide a trustable and standardized resource for clini-
cians and bioinformaticians when working with HNC. We identified 502 
terms from both patient-level data and external cancer registries, 
enriched with semantic meaning, mapped across 6 related pre-existing 
ontologies and established similarities among them. This work was 
validated by physicians and statisticians from 4 international medical 
centers to ensure trustworthiness and clinical applicability. 

Broadly, the definition and implementation of HeNeCOn adds up to 
the increasing efforts of the data science community to facilitate inter-
operability between medical centers [42,43], and promote integrative 
research, by including new fields of knowledge into the publicly avail-
able realm of ontologies. The resulting taxonomy, definitions, and data 
linking process grew into a reusable and extendible multi-source data 
model aligned with previous health-related works through similarity 
assessments and equivalent rules definitions. 

Disease-specific ontologies set explicit statements and non- 
misleading information in medical domains where unambiguity is 
extremely important. This is particularly significant for heterogeneous 
and multi-factor diseases as HNC: different treatments and curative 
modalities [3], high probabilities of recurrence [44], convoluted follow- 
up procedures [3], the pursuit of patient’s QoL [45] and the develop-
ment of personalized and precision medicine [46,47]. 

4.1. Advantages and innovations 

HeNeCOn is a domain-specific ontology with hierarchical organiza-
tion, semantic data annotation and detailed relations between terms that 
are essential for information extraction and knowledge handling, 
combining blocks of sorted knowledge among external sources and 
previous related works. Previous ontologies focused on general medical 
science [12,48,49] research processes [23,33] and other major initia-
tives [24] do not include disease-specific terms. Some domain-based 
ontologies are dedicated to concrete cancer types [9,20–22], but only 
a few are linked with other ontologies or data resources [33,48], which 
might lay a gap for further interoperability activities. 

While some studies relied on physicians’ domain knowledge and 

expertise [9,24,33,48], like HeNeCOn, others did not request any clin-
ical validation process [20–23]. 

Many studies provide details about the implementation performed 
[12,20–22,24], but few describe a clear methodology for ontology 
development guidance [48]. As there is not a strictly defined method-
ology for building ontologies [50], the hierarchical structuring and 
mapping procedure followed for HeNeCOn can inspire other medical- 
related research works. In this context, HeNeCOn serves as a reference 
resource for HNC clinicians’ consultation. 

The submitted ontology is the outcome of an iterative process of 
inspection, validation and refinement that aims to support foreseen 
applications. Following ontology evaluation practices [51], HeNeCOn 
covered evaluation domains as correctness (formal language), lexical, 
taxonomic, semantic, structural and interoperability (link with other 
ontologies) ensuring the quality, scalability and applicability of the 
ontology. Dedicated assessments in various HNC data-driven projects 
have proven the usefulness of a HNC-specific data model to be applied 
for a DSS [29] and a HNC multisource data harmonization work with 
adherent quality rules [52]. 

4.2. Limitations and future perspectives 

The HeNeCOn ontology can be enriched through formal statements 
to enable automatic reasoning, thus improving the quality of data 
interpretation and promoting additional application-driven solutions 
[53]. An enhanced data modeling strategy shall incorporate an auto-
matic continuous updating procedure able to add additional levels and 
supplementary instances if new related content is found [54]. Inciden-
tally, due to the constant new data generation, updates in healthcare 
guidelines, advances in biomedical technology, and the emergence of 
new ontologies, HeNeCOn will need to be incorporated into novel data 
models in the future. However, as of today, it established a formalized 
knowledge basis to assist HNC medical professionals and researchers in 
their everyday practice. 

4.3. Conclusions 

The urgent need for big data standardization in terms of semantics 
and conceptualization set in motion a cooperative attempt to develop 
ontologies and semantic techniques to allow the management of 
increasing amounts of multisource data. Within this framework, the 
HeNeCOn ontology exhibits a reference model that can expand the 
research possibilities in the HNC field, to assist and improve current 
healthcare procedures. The proposed methodology for ontology devel-
opment provides a landmark for future integration works in the HNC 
domain. 

Fig. 4. Roadmap and outcomes of the HeNeCOn ontology creation. Starting from a thorough literature revision, through the taxonomy and hierarchy construction, 
until the final validated product for supporting integrative research in Head and Neck cancer. 
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5. Summary table 

What was already known on the topic.  

1. The Head and Neck Cancer management (i.e., diagnosis, prognosis, 
treatment and follow-up) generates large amounts of heterogeneous 
data.  

2. Ontologies are widely used tools to model information, especially in 
the biomedical and healthcare field.  

3. The harmonization of data from multiple sources is a challenge that 
requires a multidisciplinary team. 

What this study added to our knowledge.  

1. HeNeCOn is the first ontology dedicated to Head and Neck Cancer 
disease and was created to be easily extensible to other related fields.  

2. HeNeCOn serves as a reference data model for Head and Neck Cancer 
research and clinical disease management.  

3. The presented methodology is applicable to developing other 
clinically-validated disease-specific ontologies.  

4. HeNeCOn facilitates the management of both existing and emerging 
knowledge by integrating and mapping other publicly available 
ontologies. 
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